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Stochastic resonance (SR) is demonstrated undertwo-parametermodulation in a model of the photosensitive
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction in a flow system. Light flux and a flow rate are two control parameters in
the model, and modulate a focal steady state close to a Hopf bifurcation simultaneously. Addition of noise
to the light flux gives rise to SR whose behavior depends on the periods of and phase difference in the two
modulations. Compared withone-parametermodulation by the light flux, the additional flow rate modulation
results in both increase and decrease in the resonance, strong resonance with a period different from that of
a signal, or suppressed resonance. These computational results are interpreted by a threshold scenario of SR
applied to thetwo-parametersystem. The effect of the flow rate modulation on SR in the photosensitive
system is also studied from the viewpoint of the peristaltic effect of a pump.

I. Introduction

In chemical reaction systems, both theoretical and experi-
mental studies have revealed the effects of external fluctuations
on the nonlinear dynamics. Periodic modulations by light,1-3

flow rates,4-6 or electrical current7 have been found to induce
entrainment,1,2,4,6,8,9 resonance,3,5,7 and chaos.6-8 Stochastic
perturbations applied to flow rates have lead to bursting
oscillations in the methylene blue oscillator,10 sustained oscil-
lations in the glycolysis of yeast,11 and convergence of chaos
in a model of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction.12,13

Stochastic resonance (SR)14 may occur when both periodic
and stochastic fluctuations are applied to nonlinear systems.
Examples of SR have been found in a wide range of physi-
cal,15,16 chemical,17-22 and biological15,16 systems. The theory
of SR was originally developed for a double-well potential
function or a bistable system,14,17,18,23and the concept of SR
has now been extended to include transitions between two
different dynamical states.15,16,19-21 In such dynamical systems,
SR is similar to noise-induced phase transitions.24-26 Kai and
co-workers have recently proposed noise synchronization (NS)27

for SR-like entrainment phenomena in the photosensitive BZ
reaction28-32 where optical noise crosses a threshold between
oscillatory and steady states. We have extended the idea of SR
to two-parameter systems33-35 in the BZ reaction, where Hopf
bifurcations have been used as thresholds. In the context of the
two-parameter SR, we have considered a signal and noise that
belong to different physical sources, e.g., light flux and a flow
rate,33,34or temperature and a flow rate,35 and demonstrated that
SR may occur when a signal and noise are applied to the
different inputs, respectively.

The present paper is a series of SR studies in the reported
system33 and demonstrates SR under two-parameter modulation;
a system is exposed to a periodic signal and noise in one
parameter and simultaneously to another periodic modulation
in a different parameter. It is worth noting that there has been

no report on SR under conditions where other periodic modula-
tions than a signal are applied to a system, though many
examples of SR have been reported in different scientific
areas.15-21,36,37

In the present paper, we use the same model of the
photosensitive BZ reaction in a flow system that was developed
previously.33 Light flux and a flow rate of solutions are
experimentally controllable parameters and are independent
bifurcation parameters in the model. First, a periodic signal and
noise were applied to the light flux with no modulation in the
flow rate. Second, periodic modulations with different periods
and phases were applied to the flow rate under the same
conditions of the signal and noise in the light flux. The SR
behavior was compared in both cases. Thus, SR study in the
present system can be regarded as either SR under two-
parameter modulation or, more specifically, the effect of
additional flow rate modulation on SR in the photosensitive
system. From the second viewpoint, the peristaltic effect of a
pump is also examined.

II. Model

Photosensitive Flow-Oregonator.The dimensionless form
of the three-variable model33 of the photosensitive BZ system
is given by the following differential equations by using the
Tyson’s scaling of the Oregonator:38,39

or simply

whereX4 consists of the production rate of the activator (x),
inhibitor (y), and oxidized catalyst (z) with the scaling constants,
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ε andε′; A is the kinetic term of the Oregonator model,38 Fκf is
the flow term,Pφ is the photosensitive term;q is another scaling
constant,h is the stoichiometric factor;38 p1 and p2 are the
coefficients of photosensitivity determined by concentrations
of bromate, sulfuric acid, and bromomalonic acid.33 The external
control parameters are the light flux,φ, and the flow rate,κf.
The linear stability analysis of eq 2 in the two-parameter space
can be found in the literature33 for two different compositions
of the reactant solutions. The present study used one of the same
solute compositions as that reported previously,33 in which the
concentration (0.05 M) of bromomalonic acid was higher. The
period of the autonomous oscillations in this system was 60 s
under dark and zero flow rate conditions and increased to 100
s by increasing the light flux and the flow rate.

For the SR study, a periodic signal and random noise were
applied in the light flux and a periodic modulation was applied
in the flow rate as follows:

where φ0 and κf
0 are the constant values that define a focal

steady state of the system;R1 andR2 are the amplitude of the
sinusoidal signal and the modulation with periodsT1 and T2,
respectively;æ1 andæ2 are the initial phases of the signal and
modulation;â1 is the noise amplitude of equally distributed
random numbers,ê(δ), between-1 and 1; andδ is the duration
(5 s) of the pulse of a single noise event that occurred every 10
s.19-21,33

Evaluation of SR. To quantify the SR effect, we analyzed
the time series (30 000 s) of the data by examining an interspike
distribution at a period of interest, which is an alternative to
examining the signal-to-noise ratio from the power spectra of
the corresponding time series.40 Here, we considered a normal-
ized number of adjacent spikes (NNAS) to see the SR effect,

where NAST
signal is the number of adjacent spikes (NAS)33

whose time interval was in the range between (1- 0.1)T and
(1 + 0.1)T (T is the period of interest) in the case of a signal
and noise in the light flux with or without a periodic modulation
in the flow rate; TNsignal is the total number of spikes under the
same conditions as above; NAST

noise is the number of adjacent
spikes (NAS) whose time interval was in the range between (1
- 0.1)T and (1+ 0.1)T in the case of only noise in the light
flux with no periodic modulation in the flow rate; TNnoiseis the
total number of spikes under the above conditions. The definition
of eq 5 is a modified version of the NAS as reported previously33

and is a more reliable indication for quantifying SR in the
present system since NNAS takes into account the background
conditions, i.e., only noise in the system.41

III. Results

The effect of additional flow rate modulation on SR in the
case of a signal and noise in the light flux is shown in Figure
1. The period of the flow rate modulation (300 s) was the same
as that of the signal, while the initial phase was changed. When
an in-phase (æ1 ) æ2 ) 0) periodic modulation was added to
the flow rate, significant enhancement in the SR effect was

observed compared with the case of no modulation in the flow
rate. Contrarily, when an out-of-phase (æ1 ) 0,æ2 ) π)
modulation was added to the flow rate, the SR curve became
flat and exhibited no characteristic feature, indicating the
suppression of the resonance. These results demonstrate that
the SR behavior in the photosensitive system is changed
dramatically depending on the difference in the phase between
the flow rate modulation and the signal in the light flux.

We have next investigated the effect of the flow rate
modulation on the SR behavior by changing both the period
and the initial phase. The added flow rate modulation had a
smaller period (T2 ) 200 s) than that (T1 ) 300 s) of a signal
in the light flux, and the two initial phases were different (æ1

) 0, æ2 ) 2π/3). Without the flow rate modulation (Figure
2a), SR with the period (T1 ) 300 s) of the signal was observed
as expected. We also examined SR with the period of 200 and
600 s to compare with the results under the additional flow rate
modulation; a smaller characteristic peak for SR was observed
for 600 s, and a little characteristic feature for SR was observed
for 200 s as also shown in Figure 2a. When the flow rate
modulation was applied, significant increase in the SR was
observed with the period of 600 s, which was neither the period
of the signal nor the period of the flow rate modulation. In
contrast, SR with the signal itself almost disappeared, and SR
with the flow rate modulation increased instead. The above
results indicate that a system may exhibit strong SR with a
period different from that of a signal itself when the system is
exposed to another modulation than the signal.

We have finally studied the effect of the flow rate modulation
from the standpoint of the peristaltic effect of a pump. The
period of the flow rate modulation was set to 1 s since the usual
peristaltic periods are in the range 0.1-20 s,42 which are much
smaller than the periods of the signal and the autonomous

φ ) φ
0 (1 + R1 sin(2π

T1
t - æ1) + â1ê(δ)) (3)

κf ) κf
0 (1 + R2 sin(2π

T2
t - æ2)) (4)

NNAS )
NAST

signal

TNsignal
-

NAST
noise

TNnoise
(5)

Figure 1. Interspike distribution in the time series (30 000 s) of
oscillations in the model system (eqs 2-4). Normalized number of
adjacent spikes (NNAS) iny whose time interval was between 270
and 330 s, i.e., (1- 0.1)T1 and (1+ 0.1)T1, was plotted as a function
of a noise amplitude (â1) in the light flux. Equations 2-4 were solved
numerically using the Gear method with constant values of a param-
eter’s set,h ) 0.5, ε ) 4.29× 10-1, ε′ ) 2.32× 10-3, q ) 9.52×
10-5, y0 ) 4.76× 10,p1 ) 1.12× 10-1, p2 ) 6.89× 10-1, φ0 ) 9.94
× 10-4, κf

0 ) 1.05 × 10-3, under the three different perturbed
conditions: (O) signal and noise in the light flux without flow rate
modulation,T1 ) 300 s,R1 ) 0.032,æ1 ) 0, R2 ) 0; (b) signal and
noise in the light flux under in-phase flow rate modulation,T1 ) 300
s,R1 ) 0.032,æ1 ) 0, T2 ) 300 s,R2 ) 0.038,æ2 ) 0; (×) signal and
noise in the light flux under out-of-phase flow rate modulation,T1 )
300 s,R1 ) 0.032,æ1 ) 0, T2 ) 300 s,R2 ) 0.038,æ2 ) π. The focal
steady state is located 13.3% above the Hopf bifurcation of the flow
rate and 10.6% of the light flux33 according to Schneider’s notation.19-21

A different random number was used in each calculation, and the NNAS
obtained from three calculations was averaged at each noise amplitude.
The standard deviations of the NNAS were reasonable to quantify the
SR effect.33 The solid lines are to guide the reader’s eye.
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oscillations. The results are shown in Figure 3, demonstrating
little effect of a peristaltic pump on the SR. Calculations were
also carried out with different initial phases of the flow rate
modulation, which gave SR curves virtually the same as that
shown in Figure 3.

IV. Discussion

The results of SR obtained in this study, i.e., both increase
and decrease in the resonance, strong resonance with a period

different from that of a signal, and the suppression of the
resonance, can be interpreted in the framework of the threshold
scenario43 of SR undertwo-parametermodulation. Both a signal
in the light flux and a periodic modulation in the flow rate
perturb a focal steady state and consequently change the
threshold as shown in Figure 4. When an out-of-phase flow
rate modulation with the same period of a signal is added to
the focal point, the change in the threshold becomes negligible,

Figure 2. Interspike distribution obtained in the same constant
parameters’ set as shown in Figure 1 except for a focal steady state
(φ0 ) 9.94 × 10-4, κf

0 ) 1.2 × 10-3) and under different perturbed
conditions: (a) signal and noise in the light flux without flow rate
modulation,T1 ) 300 s,R1 ) 0.068,æ1 ) 0, R2 ) 0; (b) signal and
noise in the light flux under flow rate modulation,T1 ) 300 s,R1 )
0.068,æ1 ) 0, T2 ) 200 s,R2 ) 0.08,æ2 ) 2π/3. The NNAS whose
time interval was 300( 30 s (0), 200 ( 20 s (×), and 600( 60 s
(9). The focal steady state is located 29.4% above the Hopf bifurcation
of the flow rate and 28.0% of the light flux. The solid lines are to
guide the reader’s eye.

Figure 3. Interspike distribution obtained in the same constant
parameters’ set as shown in Figure 2 under different perturbed
conditions, i.e., the peristaltic pump modulation: (0) signal and noise
in the light flux without flow rate modulation,T1 ) 300 s,R1 ) 0.068,
æ1 ) 0, R2 ) 0; (2) signal and noise in the light flux under a peristaltic
pump modulation,T1 ) 300 s,R1 ) 0.068,æ1 ) 0, T2 ) 1 s, R2 )
0.08,æ2 ) 0. The solid lines are to guide the reader’s eye.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic representation of the threshold change under
two-parameter modulation in the space of light flux (φ) and a flow
rate (κf). A Hopf bifurcation line (Hopf) divides the region into the
steady-state (SS) and the oscillatory state (OSC). A trajectory of a focal
steady state under two-parameter modulation is shown as a lissajou’s
figure. The threshold of light flux is indicated by|∆φ|. (b)-(d) The
change in the threshold in time under different flow rate modulations:
(b) in-phase (s) and out-of-phase (- - -) flow rate modulation, and no
flow rate modulation (- - -) as shown in Figure 1; (c) a small period
(200 s) flow rate modulation (s) and no flow rate modulation (- - -)
as shown in Figure 2; (d) a peristaltic pump modulation (s) and no
flow rate modulation (white line) as shown in Figure 3. The threshold
change was calculated by assuming that the Hopf bifurcation curve33

is linear in the small perturbation range.
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resulting in the suppression of the resonance; the trajectory of
the focal point as shown in Figure 4a becomes almost parallel
to the Hopf bifurcation line. Contrarily, the in-phase flow rate
modulation increases the change in the threshold value (Figure
4b) and results in the enhancement of the SR. A modified
periodic change in the threshold can be induced as shown in
Figure 4c, when a different flow rate modulation is applied to
the system. In this case, the minimum of the threshold value
appears at a period of 600 s, and SR with this period becomes
significant, while SR with the signal almost disappears.

The flow rate modulation with a period of a few seconds,
which is the case of using a peristaltic pump, also induces the
change in the threshold in a similar manner as above as shown
in Figure 4d. Though the threshold is seemed to change noisy
because of the flow rate modulation with much smaller periods
than that of the signal, the periodicity of the signal is totally
maintained. Further, the amplitude of the peristaltic modulation
used in this SR study was less than 10% of the constant value,
which is known to have little effect on the oscillatory behavior
of the Oregonator model as well.4,42 Therefore, the flow rate
modulation with a period of 1 s isconsidered to have little effect
on the SR behavior. This result is also understandable if we
note that SR cannot occur with a signal whose period is smaller
than that of the autonomous oscillations in the present system.19-21

More detailed examination should be necessary to account for
the small decrease in the SR effect under the peristaltic flow
rate modulation (Figure 3).

V. Conclusion

We have shown characteristic behavior of SR such as increase
and decrease in the resonance, strong resonance with a period
different from that of a signal, and the suppression of the
resonance under two-parameter modulation in the photosensitive
BZ system. The idea of two-parameter modulation studied in
the chemical system can be applied to another model such as
the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) neuron model,44,45 and as well
as to experiments for neurophysiological sensory systems40,46

and ion channels.47

Stochastic resonance under two-parameter or in general
multiparameter modulation may widely be seen in biological
and natural systems, because environmental fluctuations are
inherent in nature15,16and any living and nonliving systems are
exposed to many kinds of periodic and stochastic fluctuations
simultaneously.48-50 In such a case, biological systems may
enhance a signal by using another periodic modulation from
different external sources or by adjusting their own internal
rhythms to the signal.
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